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In the northeast corner of Arizona, located within the extensive

*Navaho Reservation, is an area variously referred to as Grazing District'

6, the Hopi District,-or the Hopi Reservation (Fig. 1). The purpose of

'- this paper is to explain the development of the boundaries of this

reservation and to raise the question as to whether the imposition of

boundaries to protect one cultural grnup.from another_actuall,Y does so

lo an -area of-cultural confl ict.

The 1970 Census reports that 4,380 Hopi reside on the-reServition

in contrast to 59;850 Navaho on tge sutroundinl Navaho Reservation.

Prior twthe arrival of the .S s in 1540, the Hopi-lived fn seven /

villages, one ofwhich-70raibe--was located on the top of what is now

cal4d Third Mesa. The other six were located in the basin at the bases

f fingers extending out from Black Mesa, the southern extension of-the

//,Colorado Plateau. At that time, the Navaho were thought to be located

in an area centered on GOvernador Canyon, west of the 1io Grande near the

present New Mexico-ColoradO-border (Fig. 2). According to Kluckhohn

and Leighton,_ the earliest known hogan site in the Governador region has

been dated:to be at least Al°early.as 1540.1

Following a short period of'Spanish control and the Pueblo Revolt

ofl680,the'pi moved their villages to the tops of the mesas as a

defensive measure. For the next century, the Spanish made several

Attempts to conquer and convert.the Hopi but were unsuccessful. Therefore,

''until -the Treaty of Gudalupe Hidalgo in 1848, the Hopi were relatively

'free of any white secular control. However, their relation§hips with

other Indians was a'different matter.

. .)

After the Navaho acquired the horse, they became raiders; the

sedentacy pueblo lieoples were natural targets for their raids.'



r J. S. Boyden cites several letters from various Indian agents about
..,

the relationship between the Navaho and the Hopi. In one dated '

-. .

August 22, 1856, from Fort Defiance, New Mexico, Agent Kendrick ,

2

recommended the appointment of an agent for thOopi becapse".'.. the

Moquis, from their complete isolation, their timIdity10 ignorance,;..

make them the prey of the rapacious wild tribes which entirely surround--

them...."2

Probably, the first official contact the Hopi ,had with the
0/
Anglo-

Americans took place in 1850, when.a delegation went to Santa Fe to

discuss Navaho encroachments with the new government in the Territory of

New Mexico. The Hopi were told of Anglo efforts to Pirol the Navaho.

Throughout the 1850's and 186044', the Hopi were-visi ..by..various

government surveyors and investigators for brief.periods of time to

obtain inormation.3

Arizona wa made a separate territory on February 24,'.1863.4 Tha

following year, just s the Navaho raiding was finally stopped, the

Hopi suffered a severe drought; it lasted a sufficient period of time

to deplete most of their food stores. Along with the*"'droulht, a smallpox

epidemic broke out in the Hopi villages and many Indians died. Due to

the impossible conditions in their home villages, many of the Hopi left

to 'reside at Zuni. When they returned, they brought back some cultural

influences--some knowledge of Spanish, a new style of pottery decimation,

and some Zuni ceremonials.5

Afitr the Navaho were resettled on their treaty reservation in 1868,

the Hopi were promptly inspected'by the U. S. Government and an agent'

was assigned to them in'1869, with agency headquarters at Fort Wingate,

Pte Mexico. In 1871, Special Agent Crothers reported'that the villagers

N. 4
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--7 in Oraibegantectnoihing tOdo with the government; additionally,

the relations between Oraibe,and*the other six villages were not

very friendly either. Crothers recommended the removal of the

Hopi to Old Fort,Wingate because of the poor q4iTtty of agricultural

land and scarcity of water.
6

.,

4

In 872, Crothers reported that some ofthe opposition to the

government had abated. Meanwhile, theegovernment had turned down

his recommendation of the previous year to remove the Hopi, there-

fore, he suggested the building of schools and an agency among

the Hopi becauSe of the remoteness of their villages.7 Any chance

of the Hopi receiving a treaty` reservation at this juncture was

eliminated when Congress formally abolished the Indian treaty

system on !larch 3, 1871.8

The recommendation of Agent Defrees in 1873 to move the Hopi

to more lUiiableland, was folloted by a statement of the

C's

CommissionerAd1874, to the effect that:

Efforts have b n made to induce them (Hopi)'to remove

/
to a reservation on the Chiquita River, where 'abundant

agricultural land are offered them..., if they could,

be induced to remove to a country capable/qf their

.
suppart they would soon come to be a thriiing people.

10

In 1876, Agent Truax attempted to get tl?e Hopi to agree to

move to Indian Territory.. The Indians refuled to leave their

ancestral homes. Truax wrote:

They have no reservation or title to/the country they

are now occupying,consequently thefare virtually
without homes-.... The Navajo Indiahs, immediately on
the,east, have for some time manif4sted a disposition -

to encrbach upon their best grazin9 lands.... On the

west and Southwest.. about four,hundred emigrants halite

settled not far_f 'the lands claimed by this tribe."

'a AP
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He recommended a reservation be established before the Hopi were

pushed off their land.12 Truax !did not identify the emigrants

further, however, in 1877, Agent Irvine said that they were

Mormons. 13

In 1878, Agent William Mateer strongly recommended the Hopi

be moved to a segment of the Little Colorado River, primarily

because of the poor natural environment in which they lived, and

also'because he felt it would be much easier to Americanize them

if they came into almost daily contact with white men.14 On

Aug'!st 14, 1879, the Comnissioner clearly showed that he was

interesteci in the establishment of a reservation for the Hopi

in order to protect them against the Mormons and the Navaho.

He wrote a letter to Mateer, saying:

With a view of establishing a suitable reservation
for the Moguls Indian, and to prevent further encroach-
ments upon the land which they occupy and cultivate, I
have to request thaf you will, at the earliest date
practicable, report by letter to this office.15

He had twelve specific questions which Mateer was to answer

4

I-

concerning the land occupied by the Hopi: Agricultural potential,

land use, resources, grazing; recommended size of the reservation

and location; "character and value of the buildings and other

improvements belonging to the Indians," capability to become self-

supporting, and encroachments of the Navahos.16 He continued:

In your annual report dated August 24, 1878, you
state that "after a careful survey of the country, you
have recommended the removal of the Moquis Pueblo Indians
and agency to some point on the Little Colorado River
between Meridians 110 and ill for reasons therein
specified." You will designate more definitely by Itreams,
mountains, meridians, and other natural and artificial
monuments, the exact location of the lands last above
referred to, and give the estimated area. You will also
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report the character of the soiWthe amount of.agricultural

the want of the Indians, and whether the Moquis are willing
land, whether supplied with tuber and water sufficient far

to remove to the location designated, should it, be set
aside for em in reservation."

Although there is no written record. of Agent iateer's response,

I have found this map of a'peoposed reservation ,in the National.

Archi (Fig. 3), which is signed by 1'lateer. The map is not

very accu ate when compared to modern-day maps of the area--the

Little Colorado River appears to be misplaced and the parallels

seem to be in error. It appears that Mateer's intention was to

include territory to the confluence of Moenkopi Wash and the

Little Colorado River within the reservation. This was not done

!then the Executive Order Reservation was established, thereby

isolating Moenkopi from the other Hopi towns.

Apparently, no action was ever taken on Mateer's recommen-

dations because the Commissioner dispatched a telegram to Agent/
/77777

Fleming on N?vember 27, 1882, instructing him to "Describe

boUndariukfor reservation that will include Moquis villages and

aciency, and large enough to meet all needful purposes arld'no

larger." Fleming complied, the boundaries being incorporated

Fleming statedinto the Executive Order of December 16, 1

in his letter:

The boundaries are the most 0 Pie- th-at you can be

given to comply with the directi
I believe that such a reservatio meet:the requirements

of this people, without infringing-upon the rights of

others, at the same time protecting the rights of the

lioquis.10

s of your; ;telegram, and

7



The xecutive Order read:.

It is hereby ordered that the tract of country in the

territory of Arizona, lying and being within the following-

.
described boundaries, Viz: beginning on the one hundred

,:and tenth degree'of longitude west from Greenwich, at a"

point 36° 30' north, thence due west to the one hundred

and eleventh degree of longitude West, thence due south

to a point of longitude 35'30' north, thence due east

to the one hundred and tenth degree of longitude west,

thence due north tofflace of beginning, and the same

withdrawn from settlemsnt and sale, and set apart for -

the use and occupancy of the Moqui and such other Indians

as the Secretary of the Interior may seelit to sett e

1Tereon.
(Italics mine)

(signed) CHESTER A. ARTHUR

The last'phra'se of this one-sentence executive order would come

ack to haunt the Hopi in later days.

The awing of lines on a map, however, did not prevent

the Navaho from c. inuing to encroach on ,Hopi lands., Agent

Boilman's report in,1884 tgated trouble between the two

Indian trie< "... usually caused -by the careless herding ofd,

the young Navajos, who allow their herds to ove run these

outlying Hoki (sic) gardens. The Navajos are almost riably

the aggressor."
21

in his report of 1888, Ager Patterson observed that a

considerable. number of Navahos had been residing 6n the Hopi

Reservation fOr a number of ypars;that they had been making

depredations upon the Hop& crops and stock; and that although

the feeling between the two tribes was not very friendly, "they

get along remarkably well together." He continued:

The efforts of the agent have been constantly di.rected

towards keeping the Navajos away from the Moquis' farms

and watering places; yet when the independent and roving

character of the Navajo Indian is considered, it is no

easy task for one man to accomplish.

8°
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It would be better if the .Navajos could be excluded entirely

from the Moquis'reserve, bUt that would be a more difficult

problem even than the question of-bringing the ogtside Indians
(off reservation Navajos) upon the Reservation.&

Thus, the friction continued through the end of the 19th century.

Kluckhohn and Leighton considered most of the 1882 Executive Order

Reservation t bean addition to the Navaho Reservation during the

period 1880 to 1890 (Fig. 4).

for ears, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo has been used as

the ba ment for Hopi land rights and citizenship. There is

not ng i the literature stating specifically that the Hopi had

been-given eithe'r a Spanish or Mexican land grant. I would think

that the Hopf,would have been excluded by the Spanish because the

Royal cequla:authorizing the Viceroy to define land grants to the

Indians was issued June 4, 1687,23 at which time the Hopi were of

really under Spanish secular administration. American policy toward.

Indians does not seem to have been affected by the provisions of

the Treat' of Guadalupe Hidalgo, or even the Treaty of Louisiana,

althoug4both documents infer that Indians were cittzeurand

should be treated as

The OP and claim approximates, the area formerly occupied

by the ancestors of the clans which now make up the loosely

orgalizAd "Hopi-Tribe." This Area is roughly bounded by thog

Colorado-Sao Juan Rivers to the north,. the present Arizona-hew

Mexico state-line-io the east, the Zuni and the Ilongbllon Rim to.

the'south, and the San Francisct peaks.to the westq.big. 5). The

Hopi consider it to be an area of shrines, sacred atural features,

eagle trapping locations,,- and regions where salt is obtainable.

Occupance is'not the important thing in this claim; the relative

9
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importance of this area is as a sacred area. The Hopi priests use

it to perform certain rites at the shrines, to trap eagles, and to

gather the various minerals and herbs necessary to their ceremonies.24

As we have seen, the 1882 Executive Order Reservation was

established "for the use and occupancy of the Moqui and such other

Indians. as the Secretary of the Interior may see fit to settle

thereon." This' phrase haseen variously interpreted at different

times, but the'overall effect has been to reduce signifiCantlthe

size of the Hopi Reservation per se. For example,tSection 152,

Title 25, Code of.FederalRegulations, specifies the scope of

!Uvaho grazing:

The grazing regulations . . are . . for the

Navajo Reservation, the.area described.in;Executive
Order of December 16, 1882,(Hopi), except Land Marla=

gement District No. 6 . . .(Italics mine)25---

.

Those portions ofthe other land management districts located

within the 1882 Reservation have been designated asjoint-use

land, particularly in the area of mineral rights. The decisions

to the allow the.use of these lands by both Navaho and Hopi are

based, in part, on interpretations of the intent of President

Arthur and various Secretaries of the Interior. The position

was stated clearly in a letter written on DeceMper 16, 1944, by

Commissioner John Collier:

. . . There never was any fOrmal opening of, the Hopi

Reservations to Navojo settlement. The Navajo Indians

simply filtered across the Hopi boundary and were never
challenged by the Government.

It is true, as suggested here, that the Executive
order did not create an exclusive reservation for the

o Hopi Indians. The language provided that the land should'

be "set apart for the use and occupancy of the Moqui
(Hopi) and such other Indians as the SeCretary of the
Interior may see fit to settle thereon." The Secretary
never officially settled any other Indians on the area
but in the absence of any action to eject the Navajo
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Indians who had filtered into the area it was in time assumed'
that these Navajo were there with the consent of the SecretarY.26

/ This position was legally co

/ 28, 1962.

1/

d in Healing vs. Jones on September ,

It seems obvious, that the original purpose behind drawing a ,

boundary in 188Eprotecting the Hopi from encroachmentfailed

miserable. Government action and inaction over the years had resulted

in the 1882 Hopi Reservationopeing reduced to an exclusive land area

consisting-of District '6 only. It appears that at last the controversy

it in
O-
the-process of being solved. Public Law 93-531, "An Act to

provide for final settlement of the conflicting rights and interests

of the Hopi and Navajo 'Tribes. . . .", was enacted on December 22, 197%

The major provision of this law directs negotiations to partition-the

land in the joint-use area. This settlement was a lOng-time coming.

,The century of conflict demonstrates the inherept difficulties of

tricultura confrontailons, particularly when each group has a different

perception of ladd use and.divisioni,

0
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